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2018 has and will continue to be the year of accreditation. 

Tremendous work has been done so far to prepare us for the 

upcoming Joint Commission survey in July as well as the 

Australian survey around October and lastly CBAHI in 

November of this year. I count and I depend on all of you to 

comply with all accreditation standards, to review our 

policies, and to be survey ready 365 days a year. 

With all the accreditation activity in mind, we cannot forget 

our highest strategic priority which is service excellence. In 

this year, with service excellence as the overarching umbrella, 

we would like to focus on two specific areas where we believe 

can significantly and positively impact our patients’ 

experience and those two areas are attitude/courtesy as well 

as noise levels in the hospital. 

Please be on the lookout for significant amount of activity and 

work related to those performance improvement (PI) project 

and we welcome any brilliant ideas that could make those two 

initiatives exceed all of our expectations. 

Your full support to these initiatives is crucial for their 

success and your hard work and dedication is genuinely 

appreciated by all of the nursing leadership team. 

Thank you                                                    

                                                                               HANI AYYAD

Dear colleagues, 

C N O  
M E S S A G E

CHIEF NURSING OFFICER



“INSPIRE, 
INNOVATE AND 
INFLUENCE”

This year themed Nurses week with three preeminent

words to describe nursing not only as a profession but a

growing and a continuous devotion to a not so-called

“career”, but life. Nurses life seemed to be easy, maybe...  It’s

easy to witness parents cuddle their first-born for the first

time but it’s not easy to comfort parents who lost their child

even before they were born, it’s overwhelming to see

patient from being hopeless to succeed in battling multiple

surgeries and pain , but it was never easy listening  to the

sounds of patients moaning and crying from that pain,

nevertheless witnessing patients we considered like family

member deteriorates in front of our eyes…we nurses are

the pillars of healthcare, we don’t simply offer a small part

of our being, we give a huge meaning to other people's lives..

So this year’s theme highlights nurses unequaled dedication

showcasing nurses’ talents for essay writing, poster making

and Nurses’ Got Talent contest. This three-day program

gave nurses the opportunity to meet together, be

recognized and celebrate achievement as we Inspire,

Innovate and influence healthcare profession paradigm a

true honor for success. :) 
PAULINE POGOY 

NURSE EDUCATOR 



A HEALTHY WORKING PLACE; 
THE FORGOTTEN NECESSITY!

One definition of (A healthy work

environment) is “A work setting in

which policies, procedures and

systems are designed so that

employees are able to meet

organizational objectives and

achieve personal satisfaction in

their work”. This statement stress

in the external factors that impact

satisfaction; it focuses on those

things that are under the influence

of the organization. While an

individual’s inner tendency to

satisfaction is not under the

influence of the organization, a

component of promoting a

healthy work environment does

involve hiring individuals who are

positive and have the potential to

thrive once the proper

environment is provided.

In 2004, The Nursing Organization

Alliance (NOA) advocated for nine

elements that promote a healthy

workplace and better atmosphere

as part of the initiatives to

advance healthy work

environments. These elements

included a collaborative practice

culture; communication rich

culture; a culture of

accountability; the presence of

adequate numbers of qualified

nurses; the presence of expert,

competent, credible, visible

leadership; shared decision

making at all levels; the

encouragement of professional

practice and continued

growth/development; recognition

of the value of nursing’s

contribution; and recognition of

nurses for their meaningful

contribution to practice. 

The focus on

healthy work

environments

started in clinical

settings with targets

of enhancing patient

safety, improving

nurses’ recruitment

and retention, as

well as promoting

excellence in health

care facilities. 



In addition to that,  the American Association of Critical-

Care Nurses (AACN)  in 2005  has also identified six

standards similar to NOA elements in order to emphasize

the establishing and maintaining of a healthy work

environment.  Those standards are;  good communication

skills,  genuine collaboration,  effective decision making,

appropriate staffing,  meaningful appreciation

/recognition,  and authentic leadership.  

In the other hand,  unhealthy work environments in the

clinical settings contribute to “medical errors,  ineffective

delivery of care,  create conflicts and stress among health

professionals”  while a ‘healthy’  work environment is

necessary to “ensure patient safety,  enhance staff

recruitment and retention,  and maintain an

organization’s financial viability.  Work-related factors

are various but mainly include insufficient salaries and

benefits comparing to workload,  undefined

responsibilities,  lack of recognition,  decrease the chance

of self and professional development,  loss of

institutional support,  and failed leadership and

management skills.  

A Healthy working environment is an essential need for

every employee;  especially for nurses who serve hard,

day and night to promote health status and save lives;

Characteristics of healthy versus unhealthy work

environments can be used by administrators to initiate

conversations with their staff to address concerns,  work

together and overcome problems in order to enhance the

health of nursing workplaces.  

HANAN AL-ASHRAM 
CASE MANAGER & DISCHARGE PLANNER



BURNOUT

Anyone who feels overworked and

unappreciated is at risk for

burnout. 

These past few months, nurses

struggled and had a hard time

meeting the demands of the

increasing population. They felt

like they were pushed to the limit

and gave all that they have and all

that they can still give.  Patient

safety is one of the greatest

priorities of any healthcare

institution. It is the highest goal

for every healthcare practitioner.

But, what happens if these people

can no longer function due to

burnout? We can say that patient

safety is at risk and is

compromised.? We can say that

patient safety is at risk and is

compromised. 

In some areas, nurses have limited

numbers due to massive resignation

and increasing patient population.

They have no choice but to go on duty

for extra days in some cases. They

have more number of patients to

handle and more responsibilities to

shoulder. Some get sick and some

experience a change of behavior; from

a happy and cheerful aura to a grumpy

and “toxic” one. 

Since the nurse-patient ratio was

increased, nurses need to double time

for work to be done. They need to

exert more effort in order to meet the

demands of growing patient

population. More patients mean less

interaction, less time for proper

education, less patient monitoring

and less care for oneself.  

Have you ever felt like

you’re physically

exhausted, overwhelmed,

emotionally drained and

unable to meet constant

demands? Like you begin to

lose interest and

motivation? Like feeling

helpless and you have

nothing more to give? Well,

you’re experiencing

burnout. The negative

effects of burnout spill over

into every area of life

including home, social life

and most of all work. It

often starts from our daily

jobs.  



To elaborate, self-care is limited.Eating time is 

shortened. As these go by, complaints from patients 

arise. These includes longer time to answer call 

bells, questions not answered thoroughly, nurses 

leaving to attend patients’ calls, and even 

complaints of delayed admissions because due to 

room readiness To elaborate, self-care is 

limited.Aside from too much workload, violence in 

the work place is another cause of burnout. People 

are losing the ability to behave in a polite and 

respectful way at work. This includes verbal abuse, 

threats, bribes, humiliating behavior and physical 

violence. Even though these things don’t happen 

every day, it can still develop low self-esteem for 

nurses that can affect mental health and well- 

being. 

Maybe there’s a need for healthcare organizations 

to consider improving employees’ mental health by 

reducing work load as well as creating a safer work 

environment to improve patient experience and 

satisfaction and improve patient safety. 

~ Margareth Languido 
 STAFF NURSE



THE MORSE CODE OF 
NURSING

What have I done to relay such negative

sentiment? I told myself I need to

regain my composure or she will lose

confidence in me. Smilingly I said, "I'm

not tired. It seems that I am, but I'm

not." Keeping that nervous grin

plastered on my face. I could tell my

patient didn't buy my statement when I

looked in her eyes. It dawned on me

that my patient observes my body

language and facial expressions for

information as carefully as I read hers

for signs of pain or discomfort. So what

messages could I possibly be sending,

and how? 

As I took those plebeian steps into the

new and unfamiliar surroundings, I

had the trepidation that I may not be

able to live up to the expectations of

the head honcho in the Ob/Gyne unit.

Back in the Nursing school, working

was so much fun but on that day, I felt

intimidated. The orientation I had was

informative but still came as a blur. I

still had plenty of concerns reeling in

my head. "Am I ready?" I gathered the

courage to walk through the hallway

and into my patient's room armed

only with nuggets of Arabic and a bag

full of skills and prayers... I always

thought that the seasoned nurses

were used to this kind of job but I was

too anxious to be excited that day... 

I was probably frowning-- something I

did habitually but unconsciously at that

time. Not a very confident -inspiring

expression, I might say. Tsk! As I left my

patient and thought more of the

conversation, I realized I need to

change that habit  fast!  

Now, i am with my  patient. She was 

a  post C-section and had a family

member with her. She was actively

interacting but despite the

reassurances that she was doing okay,

she could still see through me.  "Are

you tired?" She asked.. 



To transform us and let us walk without

scruples. Help us master the art of

genuity, lower our stress level and finally

convey a confident attitude towards our

patients. 

We have to assume a natural-looking

expression--smile--with some mirror

work. It proved difficult to master and

requires a conscious nudge initially but

in time it will grow easier on us.

Maintaining awareness of our

expressions and improving our body

language will get us through many

difficult situations reducing stress and

anxiety for our patients and their

significant others. 

"of all the things you wear, your expression is
the most important"            -Janet Lane- 

The Genesis of positive thinking. Heavy

stuff, huh? Yet there's really no formula

for genuine care. All we need to do is

find that silver lining in every dark

cloud... Why complain when I can

complement? Why rush with anger

when I can go hush-hush and be

gentle? Why zip it when I can hum it? I

don't need to say a thing. Words aren't

necessary. Oftentimes, action in

silence is powerful.  There's so much

trouble in our world that a simple act

of kindness could create a ripple effect

of goodness.  

Doing things over and over creates a

heavy toll on us. We need to find a

positive outlook to keep us from

burning out.  

~ Faye ~ STAFF NURSE



NURSING, A REASON 
TO STAY AT WORK 

Firstly, it is the passion to the profession

that keeps me going. Honestly, I don’t see

myself in any other fields other than

nursing.  Seeing patients feel better after we

cared for them is a fulfillment in our part.

They maybe grumpy at us, they may shout

at us and may belittle us at times but we

choose to understand them because that is

one of the essence of nursing – to love and

care even when our patients seem

unlovable. Trying to empathize will make us

understand them more, for us to deliver the

holistic care that we swore to give when we

got our licenses. To give holistic are means

to deal with their physical, psychological,

emotional and spiritual needs. 

Secondly, having a channel to divert the

stress away is also a key factor to survive in

this profession. The workload is definitely no

joke and most may feel burnout and

exhausted with all the energy that are

negatively putting our spirit down but it

helps to have a supportive team at work

which pushes us to continue to do our best

even if we are already starving.  

Ever wondered what the world like without

nurses? Without those compassionate

people who would care for people from

birth to death? We, nurses, play an

important role in peoples’ life, assisting

them throughout their lifespan, to deliver

the best care they deserve. Nursing is a

noble profession yet not everyone in it stays

forever for some may shifted to other

profession because of the unbearable stress

they may have encountered. 

But what really makes nurses stay in the

profession? How do they connect to the

true purpose of the profession and to still

keep that burning desire to care and to

save lives? I have been in this profession for

quite some time, met different types of

colleagues in the same field, experienced

benign and toxic shifts, dealt with all sorts

of personality types from different patients

I’ve encountered and yet, I chose to stay.

Looking back to those treasured memories,

I think that there are different factors that

helped endure the stress in the workplace. 



RUBY FAITH PERO 

Having some leisure time after duty

hours , a healthy talk with our friends ,

eating healthy and keeping fit really

would help nurses to be at their best

physical state.Above all , it is the spiritual

state that keeps me going. It is because I

am loved by our creator that I choose to

give love. It is because I feel blessed that

I have to share it to others. I feel so lucky

to have spiritual people in my workplace

that keeps me reminding me of my

purpose to serve. A mentor once told me

that to be an effective nurse and to be

successful in everything you do , you must

have a heart for it and you must always

spread positive vibes. True enough ,

nurses must be the light when our

patients feel that they are at their

darkest. 

Few years from now , I may not be in the

same workplace or may be with other

colleagues , but I will definitely be in the

same profession – a nurse who would stay

in love with caring and helping people ,

still connected to the purpose I am

called at. 

STAFF  NURSE    









Than
k
you

H A N I  A Y Y A D          
W I S S A M  T A N I O S  
M A R G A R E T H  L A N G U I D O  
F A Y E                                     
H A N A N  A L - A S H R A M  
M Y C A  C A B A N G I S  
J O H N  M I L T O N  
A N J O H N S  J O H N                   
   

(COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON)
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